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THE TIME CONTROL THEORY OF LINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF NEUTRAL TYPE 
E. N. CHUKWU 
Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205, U.S.A. 
Abstract--The paper tackles the time optimal control theory of linear neutral equations. Controllability 
questions in function space are answered. The existence and forms of an optimal control are established 
both in function space and in Euclidean space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Functional differential equations of neutral type are the natural models of fluctuations of voltage 
and current in problems arising in transmission lines. In Salamon [1, p. 151] a four-dimensional 
linear neutral equation was derived for the current and voltage in a lossless transmission line. In 
Ref. [2] a scalar nonlinear functional differential equation of neutral type was derived. For efficient 
utilization of power the stability and time optimal control of voltage and current fluctuations are 
of fundamental importance for systems planners. Our effort tackles this problem. 
In this paper we tackle the time optimal problem for systems described by linear differential 
equations of neutral type. Various state spaces are considered: the Euclidean n-dimensional real 
vector space E n with norm 1-1; the Banach space C = C([-h, 0], E") of continuous functions 
mapping the interval [ -h ,  0] (h >I 0 a real number) into E ~ with the topology of uniform 
convergence and the Sobolev space W~p ~ of absolutely continuous functions defined on the interval 
[ -h ,  0] having values in E", and having derivatives which are Lp integrable. The target is a 
continuous point function in the appropriate space. Various corresponding admissible controls are 
considered. If the state space is either E ~ or C, the admissible control set Uad is the set of locally 
Lo~ functions with values in 
c -= {u:u r, lu l <. t , j=  1 . . . . .  m}. 
If W~ I) is the state space, the set of admissible controls U,a is a fixed convex and bounded subset 
of L~ °~ ([a, ~], Era), the space of locally Lp functions with values in m-dimensional Euclidean space 
E ' .  We assume zero is in the interior of Uad. For t ~ E, E the real line ( -  ~ ,  oo), we let x, e C be 
defined by x,(s)= x(t ~s), -h  <<.s <~ 0. Define a function D: E x C ~ E m by 
where 
D(t)x, = x(t) - g(t, x,), 
g(t,x,)= ~,~ A,(t )x(t -w,(t ) )+ f°k A(t,s)x(t +s)ds  
and where 0 < wn(t) <~ h and A,(t) and A(t, s) are n × n matrix functions. Let B(t) be an n x m 
matrix function and u e U,d. We use Hale's notation [3]. Consider the system whose state is 
given by 
d 
dt [D(t)x,] = L(t, x,) + B(t)u(t), t >>. O, (1) 
where 
L(t,x,)=f~h detl(t'O)x(t+s)' 
with rt a measurable n x n matrix function from E 2 into E "2, and Lebesque-Stieltjes' sense is 
assumed in the integration, 
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For t ~ [~, ~),  let z, be a point target in the state space. We assume (controllability); there exists 
a u e U.d such that if x is a solution of equation of (1) then 
x,(a, ~, u) = z~ for some ~, (2) 
the optimal time is defined by 
t0 = inf z, (3) 
T such that condition (2) holds for equation (3). The time optimal problem we shall study are: 
(i) the existence of an optimal control u e Uad such that 
x~(a, ~b, u) = z~ (4) 
and 
(ii) the form, uniqueness and general properties of the optimal control if it exists. 
The first rigorous solution of the time optimal problem for the linear system 
Yc(t) = Ax(t )  + Bu(t) (5) 
in E", A, an n x n and B or n x m matrix and U,d = L~([O, ~) ,  C ' )  was given by Bellman et al. 
[4]. They show the existence of an optimal control which satisfies a maximum principle and a 
bang-bang principle. The time optimal control theory for system (5) is decidedly complete and 
reported in Hermes and LaSalle [5]. The construction of a time optimal feedback control was 
achieved in some generality by Chukwu and H~ijek [6]. The purpose of this report is to present 
a complete theory for the system (l), analogous to Ref. [5], as a foundation for a treatment of 
system similar to Ref. [6]. Though extensive research is available on control problems of the system 
(1), most of these deal with optimality questions with quadratic ost or other cost functions, Kent 
[7], Banks and Kent [8], and unconstrained Lp controls Banks and Jacobs [9]. The time optimal 
problem was only implicitly touched upon in Kent [7] as a consequence of a result on minimizing 
a general cost function for nonlinear systems; there was no explicit general control law, though 
a necessary condition in the form of a maximum principle was formulated. A related controllability 
problem with unconstrained controls was solved for linear systems in E" by Gabasov and Kirrilova 
[10] and in W~' by Rodas and Langenhop [l l] and recently by Salamon Ill. In Ref. [12] we studied 
the existence, uniqueness and form of optimal controls in E ". Here we broaden the effort and 
develop a comprehensive theory in C and W~ ~) as well. Constrained controllability conditions will 
be formulated. Criteria for the existence and uniqueness of optimal controls will be given. When 
the system is controllable an open loop form of the control will be established. 
2. PREL IMINARIES AND LINEAR SYSTEMS 
In system (1) assume that D( . ,  .): E x C--*E" is defined by 
D(t)xt = x(t )  - g(t, x,), 
where 
fo f g(t,  ep) = A . ( t )ck ( -w. ( t ) )  + A (t, s)ck(s) ds - dop(t, 0)4,(0) 
n=l  -h  h 
and where 0 < w,(t) <<. h, and 
f o l'4(t,s)l ds+ Y~ I -4.(t) l -<6(E) <°° ,  -~  w. ( t )  <. 
for all t, where 6(e)-~0. We also assume in system (1) that 
f 
O 
dorl(t, O)q~(O), L(t, ~) = -h 
(6) 
(7) 
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where ~/(t, 0) = 0 for 0 t>/0 ~/(t, 0) = r/(t - h) for 0 ~ -h ,  q is a measurable n × n matrix-valued 
function from E ~ into E "~ of bounded variation in its second argument with 
var q(t, .)<~ m(t), m(.) locally integrable on E. 
i-h,0] 
Finally we assume that 
g(t) ~ B(t)u(t), 
is locally integrable from [a, oo) into E ~, where u • Lp([a, oo), E"). 
Under the above hypotheses, there exists a continuous function x: [a -  h, oo)--, E ~ such that 
xo = ~b which is a solution of system (1) for all t >/a. If we denote the solution x = x(a, c~, u) then 
for each t >/tr, q~ • C, u ~ Lp([tr, t], E") 
x,(~, 'k, u) = x,O, 4', O) + x,(a, O, u). 
Defining the operators 
by 
T(t, ~): C --* C, K(t, a): Lp([a, t], E m) --* C, 
x,(a, dp, u) = T(t, a)q~ + K(t, ~r)u. (8) 
Then T, K are bounded linear operators. 
The solution of system (1) is also given by 
x(t, a, fb, u) = Y(a, t)D(a, dp) + d,y(t, s)ck(s) + Y(s, t)B(s)u(s) ds, (9a) 
-h  
where, 
7( t , s ) -  - d~(e,t)l~(e,s)+ Y(e,s)q(e,s)de 
and Y is an n x n matrix defined by: 
Y(a, t) = I + d, Y(~, t)/z (~, a) - Y(~, t)r/(~, a) d~, (9b) 
,)a 
Y( t , t )=L  Y(a , t )=O fo ra>t .  
All integrals are understood to be Lebesque-Stieltjes integrals. The function Y(a, t) is Borel 
measurable subject o the conditions given in system (1). It is left continuous on its first argument 
and 
II Y(a, t)Jl ~ ~. Var[a, t]: Y(., t) ~< fl for (a, t) E [o', tl] x [o, fi], 
where fl < oo and is independent of (a, t). (See Henry [12] or Banks and Kent [8].) Because of these 
properties of Y, we can easily study the adjoint of the operator T(t, a) in equation (8). 
We need some properties of the adjoint of the operator T(t, ~r) which is defined as follows. Let 
B0 denote the Banach space of functions of bounded variation @: [ -  h, 0] --* E"* (the row vectors) 
which are continuous from the left on ( -h ,  0) and vanish at 0; we may use the norm 
[I @ I[ = Var ~. 
i-h,0] 
We identify B0 with the conjugate space C with the pairing 
I ° d~(s)~(s), ~ e Bo, 4, • C. (10) (¢, ¢) 
J -  h 
The adjoint of T(t, a), T*(a, t): Bo --* Bo with domain in Bo is defined by 
(T*(a, t)g/, rk ) = (¢/, T(t, a)rk ), 
whenever a ~< t, g/e Bo, ¢ e C. We now state the following lemma. 
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Let ¢, e Bo, ~b ~ 0. Define 
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-y (s ,  t) = [T*(s, t)V/]0-), 0 ~< s ~< t. (11) 
Then s --.y(s) satisfies the adjoint equation 
;: ; } ds y(s)  - dy(e)/~(e, s - ~) + y(~)~(e, s - ~) de = O, s <~ t. (12) 
This follows from Henry [13]. 
Remark 
T*(s, t) is characterized in Ref. [13, Theorem 3] in a way similar to Ref. [3, Theorem 4.1]. 
We now designate the strongly continuous emigroup of linear transformation defined by 
d 
dt [D(t)xt] = L(t, xt), (13) 
by T(t, a), t 1> a, so that 
T(t, #)¢ = x,((r, ¢, 0). 
Let the function X(t, s) • L~([a, t], E "2) for each t be defined by 
OW(t, s) 
X(t, s ) = -  a.e. in s, 
Os 
where W(t, s) is the unique solution of 
(a) w,(.,s)=O 
~s t(b) W(t ,s )=g( t ,w , ( . , s ) )+ L(2, W~( . , s ) )d2- ( t - s ) I ,  O<.s<<.t. 
Then the variation of constant formula for a more general version of system (1), namely, 
d 
d~ [O(t )xt - G(t)x,] = L(t, x,) + B(t)u(t),  
is given by 
x,(~,¢,u)= T(t,a)¢ + d,X,(.,s){G(~)(¢)-G(s)(x,)}+ X,(.,s)a(s)u(s)ds. 
Here G: E × C ~E"  is a linear operator. If we set, 
0, -h  ~<0 <0,  
Xo(O) = 1, 0 = 0, I  identity, 
we are justified in writing 
(14) 
05) 
(16) 
T( t ,a )Xo= X,(" ,s). (17) 
Here X(t, t )=  L the identity matrix 
If E", we have 
~ -t- t x(~, ¢, u)(t) r(t, a)¢(0)  + d,X(t, s) [G(~)(~)  - G(s)(t)) X(t, s)B(s)u(s) ds. 08)  
The Euclidean constrained reachable set is given by 
R(t, a) = X(t, s)B(s)u(s) ds: u • L~([a, t], C") (19) 
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and the constrained reachable set in C is given by 
o~(t ,a) - -{ I iX , ( ' , s )B(s)u(s )ds :u~L~([a , t ] ,cm)  } 
We summarize the basic properties of these sets in the following proposition. 
(20) 
Proposition 2.1 
Assume that D and L satisfy the basic assumptions (6) and (7) and furthermore there exist l > 0, 
L > 0 such that 
f ' s<~t. (21) Ido{,(t, O) - ~,(s, O)} l <. L It - s l, - I  
Then 
and 
Also, 
and 
(i) O~R(t ,a )  for each t/>o'; 
(ii) X(t ,s)R(s,a)~_R(t ,a) ,  ¢r <~s <~t; 
(iii) R(t, 6) is compact in E", and convex 
(iv) t ~ R(t, 6) is continuous in the Hausdorff metric. 
(v) OE~(t,o') for each t ~>a; 
(vi) T(t,s)~(s,~r)~_~(t,a) a <~s ~t ;  
(vii) ~(t, or) is compact in C and convex 
(viii) t --*~(t, a) is continuous in the Hausdorff metric. 
Proof. The compactness, convexity and continuity of a(t, 6) and R(t, or) is implied by the more 
general result of Bank and Kent [8]. The results (i) and (v) are trivial. Only results (ii) and (vi) 
require a proof. Indeed if r E R(s, ~) then for some u ~ C% 
f" r = X(s, r)B(r)u(r) dr. ff 
Define 
~u(~), 
u*(r) = [0, 
Then u*(r)~ C m, Consider the point 
Hence 
a <~ r <<.s 
s<z<. t .  
q = X(t, s)r = X(t, s)X(s, T)B(r)u(z) dr = T(t, s)IT(s, r)IB(z)u(r) dr 
;: f: = r(t,  s)T(s, r)XB(r)u(r) d'c + X(t, r)B(r)O dr 
= I t X(t, z)B(z)u*(z) dr E R(t, G). 
j~ 
T(t, s)ff~(s, cr)~_R(t, a). 
We use the semigroup property of T(t, a) to show also that 
T(t,s)o~(s,a)~ot(t,a) t ~a.  
There is some special property of R(t, 6) in E n which is important to isolate: the bang-bang 
principle. 
Define the "bang-bang" controls on [a, t] by 
C °m = {u: u measurable luj(z)] = 1, j = ! . . . . .  m, r E [o', t]}. 
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R°(t, a) = X(t, s)B(s)u(s) ds: u ~ C O" . 
Theorem 2.1 (The bang-bang principle) 
R(t, a) = R°(t, a) for each t 1> a. 
Proof Because X(t, .) e L~([tr, t], E n2) and B(.) e Ll([o, t], E" ×") we have 
Y(t, .) =-- X(t, .)B(.) ~ L, ([a, t], E" × m). 
It follows from Corollary 8.2 of Hermes and LaSalle [5, p. 25] that R(t, o) = R°(t, a) for each t i> a. 
Remark 
The bang-bang principle of Theorem 2.1 is not valid for ct(t, tr) in function space as shown by 
the following example of Bank and Kent [8]. Consider the neutral system 
~( t )=:~( t -1 )+u( t ) ,  tel0,2] 
( ( t )=2-  t t E [1,2]. 
The assumption that u is bang-bang and ~ is attained leads to the conclusion 
I~( t ) )=0 or q~( t )=-3 ,  
where ~b is the initial function. However, beginning with initial function ~b = 1 one can attain 
using an admissible control u. Thus, there are initial functions ~b for which T(t, o)~ + at(t, tr) using 
bang-bang controls is a proper subset of the set attained using all admissible controls. 
3. EXISTENCE RESULT 
The material here was touched upon as capable of being treated by the method of Banks and 
Kent [8, Section 4] and standard methods. For completeness we explicitly treat it in this section. 
We also formulate sufficient condition for controllability when the target is the zero function. 
Definition 3.1 
Let z,e C([ -h,  0], E') be a target point-function which is time varying. The system (15) is 
controllable to the target if for each q~ e C there exists a tl I> tr and an admissible control 
u e L~([a, t~], C") such that the solution of equation (15) satisfies 
x~(~r, ¢, u) = ¢, z,,(~, ~, u) = z,,. 
Theorem 3.1 
Assume that the system (15) is controllable to the target. Then there exists an optimal control. 
Proof The variation of constant formula for system (15) is 
f, x,(e, d, u) = r(t ,  e)4~ + dsX,(., s)[G(e)(4~) - 6(s)(x,) l  + X,(., s)B(s)u(s) ds. 
Controllability to the target is equivalent to 
that is, 
x,t(tr, ~, u) = z,,, for some tt; 
w,, ~-z,, - T(t, o)~ - d,X~,(', s)[G(a)(~b) - G(s)(x,)] = Xtt(', s)B(s)u(s) ds. 
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This is equivalent to 
Let 
w,, • ~(tt, a), 
t* = inf{t: w,• g(t, tr)}. 
Now a ~< t*~< ft. There is a nonincreasing sequence of times t. converging to t* and a sequence 
of controls u"• L~([a, tt], C") with 
Also 
where 
w,, = y(t., u") = X,.(', s)B(s)u"(s) ds • ~(t,, a). 
[Iwt.-y(t.,u.)ll {Iw,.-w,.{I + IJw, -y(t*,u.)ll 
11 +t, 
I <~ X,.(', s)B(s)u" ds - X,.(', s)B(s)u"(s) (Is 
+ X,.(', s)B(s)u"(s) ds - X,.(', s)B(s)u"(s) ds 
<.. IIx,.( II 
j ~ t* + ) IX tn ( ' ,S ) - -X t* ( ' , s )B(S)un(s ) ] Ids .  
Because X,,(., s)B(s)u"(s) is integrable and [t,, t*] < ~ the first term on the r.h.s, of the inequality 
tends to zero as t n ~ t * .  
We know from Henry [13] that 
II x,,(. ,  s)II 6 ] /< ~,  for all t,, s for some fl; 
also X,,(., s) ~ X,.(., s) in the uniform topology of C. Hence by the bounded convergence theorem, 
the second summand on the 1.h.s, tends to zero as n --* oo. 
From the continuity of solution in time and the continuity of the target Jlw,. - w,, [I -'* 0 as t, --, t*. 
Hence w, .= l im,~y( t* ,u" ) .  Because ~(t*,a) is closed and y( t* ,u" )•a( t* ,a ) ,  
w(t*) = y(t*, u*), for some u*•  L~([a, h], C,,) and by definition t*, u* is optimal. 
A controllability assumption was made in Theorem 3.1 for the system (15). When the target is 
the zero function, what is required is the assumption of null-controllability only. To get conditions 
for this, we need two preliminary results and precise definitions. We work in the space W~ ). The 
argument is also valid in C. 
Definition 3.2 
The system (15) is controllable on [a, tt], t~ > a + h if for each q~, ~b • W~ there exists a control 
u •Loo([tr, tl], E")  such that the solution of (15) satisfies xo(o', ~b, u )= 6b and xq(a, q~, u)--~k. If 
system (15) is controllable on each interval [a, fi], tt > tr + h, we simply say that it is controllable. 
It is null-controllable on [or, tt] if ~ --- 0 in the above definition. 
Definition 3.3 
The system (I 5) is null-controllable with constraints if for each ~b • W~ ) there exist a t~ I> tr and 
a u EL~([tr, h], C") such that the solution x(tr, qS, u) of system (15) satisfies x,((r, ~b, u )= ~b and 
x,, (a, 4~, u) = 0. 
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Proposition 3.1 
Suppose system (15) is null-controllable on [a, t~ ]. Then for each ~ • W~ there exists a bounded 
linear operator H: W~ )--. L®([a, fi], E") such that 
U ~--n~, 
has the property that the solution x(cr, ~, H~b) of system (15) satisfies 
xA~, ¢, He) = ¢, x,,(~, ¢, He)  ffi 0. 
Proof. From the variation of constant formula (16) 
x,(a, dp, u) = T(t, a)dp + C(t, a)O + S(t, a)u 
where 
T(t, a)¢ = xt(a, a, 0), 
C(t, a)~b = _If ds{X~(", s)}tG(a)dp - G(s)x,(a, ¢)1, 
f: S(t ,a)u= Xs(',s)B(s)u(s)ds, tE[a, tl]. 
The null-controllability of system (15) is equivalent o the following statement: for every ~ • W~ 
there exists a u • W~ there exists a u • L~([a, fi,], E ~) such that 
T(fi, a)d~ + S(fi, a)u + C(fi, a)¢ = O, tl > a + h. 
This is in turn equivalent o 
(T(fi, a) + C(q, a))W~ ) ~ S(fi, a) (Loo([a, tt], E")). (22) 
The condition (22) is now valid by hypothesis. Denote by N the null space of S and by N J- the 
orthogonal complement of N in L~([cr, fi], E"). Let 
So: N ± ~S( f i ,  a) (L~([a, fi], E ") 
be the restriction of S(t~, a) to N ±. Then So ~ exists and is linear though not necessarily bounded 
since S(fi)(L~([a, fi], E") is not necessarily closed. Define a mapping 
H: W$)--, L~([a, t,], E") 
by 
H4J = - So '[T(tl, a)¢ + C(t0¢]. 
Then 
x,,(a, gp, Hck )(O) ffi x(a, q~, H~ )(tl + O) = T( fi, a)~(O) + C(fi, a)dp(O) 
+ S(fi, 0)[-Sff~(T(fi, a)~(O) + C(t,, a)~5(0))] = 0 -h  ~< 0 ~< 0. 
Since u = H~5 e L~([cr, t~ ], E"). We deduce that x,~(a, ~b, u) = 0. 
We now prove the boundedness of H as follows. 
Let {~,} be a convergent sequence in W~ J such that {H~,} converges in L®([a, t~ ], E ~) and let 
~b = lira ~b,, u = lira H4~,, u, = H~b,. 
Since N l is closed in L®([a, tl ], E"), u • N ± and 
T( t ,  a )¢ + C(tl, a )¢ + S(tt, a)u -- lira (T(tt, a)¢,  + C( tl, a )q5, + S(tl, a )u~) = O. 
n ~ ~x3 
Thus, 
u = -So~[T(t l ,  a)~ + C(fi, a)~b]. 
By the closed graph theorem H is bounded. The proposition is proved. 
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Definition 3.4 
The system (15) is locally null-controllable with constraints if for each ~ ~o,o  an open 
neighborhood of zero in W~ ), there exists a finite t I and a control u e L®([tr, fi ], C m) _= U such that 
the solution x(¢, ~b, u) of equation (1) satisfies 
x,(~, ~, u) = 4', x,,(~, ~, u) = 0. 
Proposition 3.2 
Suppose that system (I 5) is null-controllable. Then system (15) is locally null-controllable with 
constraints. 
Proof Because system (I 5) is null-controllable, from Proposition 3.1 there exists a bounded linear 
operator 
H: W~)-~ L~([~, t,], e"), 
such that for each 4~ ¢ W~) and control 
u = Hdp 
the solution x(a, d~, Hck) of system (15) satisfies 
Xo(a, ~ , /~)  = ~, x,,(~, ~, H~)  = 0. 
Since H is a bounded linear map, it is continuous at 0 ~ W~ ). Therefore, for each open set containing 
zero in L~([a, t~ ], E") there is an open neighborhood U of 0 e W(Z~ ) such that 
H(U)  c V. 
Clearly L~([tr, h] ,C")  has zero in its interior. We can choose V open and contained in 
L~([tr, t, ], C"). For this particular choice there exists an open set o around zero in W~ ) such that 
H(o) c V 6 Loo([q, tl], C"). 
Every ~ e a c W~ )can be driven to zero by a control u = H~b E L~([tr, t~ ], C"). Hence system (15) 
is locally null-controllable with constraints. 
Theorem 3.2 
Suppose in system (15), with state space W~ ) or C, 
(i) The system (15) is null-controllable, 
(ii) The solution x = 0 of 
d 
d--tt [O(t)x, - a(t)x,] = L(t, x,) (23) 
is exponentially stable. 
Then system (15) is null-controllable with constraints. 
Proof The first assumption yields an open ball ~ = W~ ) such that every initial ~b e o = W~) can 
be transferred to zero in some finite time t, by controls u e U. 
By condition (ii) every solution (15) with u = 0, i.e. every solution (23) satisfies 
II x,( , ,  ~, 01] ~< g ]1¢ Ile-~('-'), t~>~, 
so that 
x,(o, ¢, 0)--, 0 as t --, ~ .  
Therefore, there is a finite to < ~ such that 
q, = x,0(a, 4', 0) ~ o. 
With (to, if) as initial data, there exists tt > to such that some control 
u ~ U = L~([t0, tl 1, C") 
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gives a solution x(t 0, ~k,u) such 
null-controllable. The control 
that xto(to, ~, u) = ~, x,t(a, $, u) = O. 
w=0,  in [a, t0], 
=u,  in [to, tl], 
is contained in U and does the transfer of ff to 0 in time t~ < oo. 
Thus, system (15) is 
Definition 3.5 
System (1) is said to be proper on [a, t] if and only if 
OeInta(t ,a) ,  t >~a +h. 
It is proper if it is proper on every [a, t], t > a + h. 
In the above definition a(t, ~) is assumed a subset of C or of W~ 1) if the controls are Lp. More 
precisely if we work on C or W~ ), we use controls in L~([a, t], C '~) --- U. However, if we are in Wo) " -  p 
then Uad is a closed and bounded convex subset of Lp([~r, t~ ], E ") with zero in its interior. 
The next result is stated for the space W~p ~. It is equally valid for W~ ~ or C. 
Theorem 3.3 
System (1) is proper if and only if it is function space controllable. 
Proof Suppose system (1) is controllable on [a, t], t t> a + H. Then 
is onto: 
H: Lp([a, t], E") ~ W~ I), Hu = x,(tr, O, u), 
H(U) = a(t, ¢r) 
H(~) c H(U) = a(t, a) = {x,(a, 0, u): u ~ Uaa}, 
where ~ is an open ball containing 0 with ~ c U. Because H is a continuous linear transformation 
of L e onto W~ 1) H is an open map. H(U) is open and contains zero. 0 e Int a (t, ~). Hence system 
(1) is proper. Assume system (1) is proper, i.e. 
0 ~ Int a(t, a). 
Because 0 e Int a(t, a) c Int ~¢(t, a), where ~¢(t, a) = {x,(a, 0, u): u ~ Lp} is a subspace this implies 
~'( t ,  ~)  = ~'~. 
For the linear system (15) we have proved that uniform asymptotic stability of condition (22) 
and null-controllability of system (15) suffice for constrained null-controllability of system (15). It is 
clear that any test for controllability though perhaps too strong, will guarantee null-controUability. 
Indeed we will now show that when D(t)x, in system (1) is atomic at both 0 and -h  in the sense 
to be made precise below, then null-controllability and controllability are equivalent. 
Definition 3.6 
Let 
suppose 
Y D(t, ~b) = ds~/(t, s)dp(s), h 
a( t ,  [3) = n(t,  [3+) - n(t,  [3-).  
Then D(t, dp) is atomic at [3 on E x C if detA(t , [3)#0 for all teE .  In particular if [3 #0,  
[3 e [ -h ,  0] D(t, c~) = ~(0) + M(t)dp([3), then M(t) = A(t, [3) and D(t, ok) is atomic at [3 on E × C 
if det M(t) # 0 for all t ~ E. See Hale [3, p. 50]. For the linear system (1), a fundamental theorem 
of Hale shows that the solution operator 
T(t, a): C ~ C, 
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defined by 
T(t, a )q~ = x,(a, q~ ), 
where x is a solution of system (1), is a homeomorphism, provided 0 is atomic at 0 and at -h  
[3, p. 279]. As asserted by Hale, since 
L(t, xt) =f(t,  x,) 
is linear and therefore continuously differentiable in the second argument, he solution operator 
is a diffeormorphism. It follows from an argument similar to Hale [3] that the solution operator 
T(t,a): W~pl)-~ W~t)l ~<p ~< ~,  
is also a homeomorphism. With these remarks one proves the following result which is valid in 
C and in W~ ]). 
Proposition 3.3 
System (1) is null-controllable if and only if it is controllable, provided D is atomic at 0 and 
at -h .  
Proof. It is given that D(t, dp) is atomic at 0 and at -h ,  for (t, ~b) e E x C. By a theorem of Hale 
[3, p. 279] the operator T(t, a) given by the solution xt(a, ~)= T(t, a)dp of equation (15) is a 
homeomorphism for t >I a. As a consequence of similar arguments 
T(t,a)W°~= W~ ), t >la. 
If system (1) is null-controllable then for each ~b e W~ ), 
T(tl, a)dp + Xt,(', s)B(s)u(s) ds = O. 
With S(t], a): L~ --* W o) defined by 
S(t t, a)u = X,,(', s)B(s)u(s) ds, 
null-controllability is equivalent to 
T(h, a )W O) ~ S(t I, a)(L®[a, tl], E"). 
Therefore, this implies 
W O) = S(tl, a)(L~o[a, tl], E m) 
so that S(tl, a): L~ --, W~ ) is onto. However, S(tl, a) is surjective if and only if system (1) is 
controllable. We have proved that null-controllability implies controllability. The converse is 
trivially true: controllability always implies null-controllability. 
Corollary 3.1 
The system, 
d 
dt Ix(t) - A_,x(t - h)] = Aox(t ) + A.x(t - h) + Bu(t), 
with det(A_~)# 0, is null-controllable if and only if 
rank[A(X), B] = n, 
rank[M - A_ i B] = n 
where 
¥X e~ 
¥4 e~¢, 
Proof. D(t)x, 
for controllability by a result of Salamon [1, p. 157]. 
(24) 
A(X) =/2  -- 2A_le -~ - A0 - Ale -~. 
- A_~x(t - h) is atomic at 0 and at -h  if det(A_0 # 0. The rank conditions uffice 
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4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL 
We now return to our original problem of hitting a continuously moving point target w, • C in 
minimum time. At the time of hitting, in system (15) 
x, (~,4) ,u)= T( t ,a )~ + [d ,X , ( . , s ) [G(a) (4 ) ) -G(s ) (x , ) l+  X , ( . , s )B(s )u(s )ds  =w,,  
or equivalently, 
w, -  T(t, a)¢ - C(t, a)¢ - z(t) = Xt( ' ,  s)B(s)u(s) ds, 
where 
C(t, a)~b = J ,  [d~Xt(", s)[a(a)(dp) - G(s)(xs)]. 
Thus, reaching w, in time t corresponds to 
w, - T(t, a)¢ - C(t, a)dp = z(t)  • a(t, a). 
We shall prove shortly that if u* is the optimal control with optimal time t*, i.e. if u * is the control 
that is used to hit w, in minimum time t* then 
w,. - T(t*, a )dp - C(t*, a )ck =- z(t*) • Oa(t*, a ), 
that is, z(t*) is on the boundary of the constrained reachable set. 
Theorem 4. l 
Let u* be the optimal control with t* minimum time. Then z ( t * )•3a( t* ,  a). 
Proof. Suppose u* is used to hit w, in time t* 
z(t*) = w,. - T(t*, a)d? - C(t*, a)dp • a(t*, a). 
Suppose z(t*) is not in the boundary of a(t*, a). 
z ( t * )•  In ta( t* ,a ) ,  t *>a.  
Therefore, there is a ball B(z(t*), p) of radius p about z(t*) such that 
B(z(t*),  p) c a(t*, a). 
Because a(t, a) is a continuous function of t we can preserve the above inclusion for t near t*, if 
we reduce the size of B(z(t*), p), i.e. if there is a 6 > 0 such that 
B(z ( t * ) ,p /2 )ca( t ,a ) ,  t * - -b  <~t <~ t*. 
Thus, z(t*) • a(t, a), t* - c5 <<. t. This contradicts the optimality of t*. We are led to conclude that 
z(t*) • c3a(t*, a ). 
Theorem 4.2 
Let D and L satisfy the basic assumptions and inequality (21). Suppose system (15) is controllable 
and 
z(t)  = w, -  T(t, a)dp - C(t, a)¢~. (25) 
If u* is an optimal control and t* the minimum time then 
z* = z(t*) • aa(t*, a) c C 
if and only if u* is of the form 
u*(t) = sgn[-y(t ,  t*)B(t)] a >I t <~ t*, (26) 
where y(t )  is a nontrivial solution of the adjoint equation (12). 
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Proof. Because of Proposition 2.1 a(t, a) is closed and convex. If u* is an optimal control 
and t* the minimum time then by Theorem 4.1, z*~a(t*, a). Also from controllability, and 
Theorem 3.3, 
0 e Int a(t*, a). 
By the separation theorem of Dunford and Schwartz [14, p. 148] there exists a ~k eB 0 such that 
~b # 0, and 
(~, p)  ~< (~b, z*) for every p ca(t*, a). 
It follows from this that 
(d/ , f f  T(t*,S)XoB(s)u(s)dsl<~(~k, f f  T(t',s)XoB(s)u*(s'ds I, 
for every u e L~([a, t*], Cm). On using equation (10) we deduce that 
d/, T(t*s)XoB(s)u(s) ds = [d@(0)] T(t*,s)Xo(O)B(s)u(s)ds 
-h  
:f:*{f~h[d~b(O)]T[(t*,s)Xo](O)}B(s)u(s)ds:ff -Y(S,t*)B(s)u(s) ds, 
where s --*y(s, t*) is the solution of the adjoint equation (12). (See Henry [13].) Thus, 
[-y(s, t*)B(s)u(s)] ds <<. [-y(s, t*)B(s)u*(s)] ds, (27) 
for every admissible u. We see from inequality (27) that u* is of the form 
u*(s) = sgn[-y(s, t*)B(s)], (28) 
where y(s, t*) is the solution of the adjoint equation. We note that u* maximizes the l.h.s, of 
inequality (27). Thus, with t* fixed and u* of the form (28) the point z* is on the boundary of 
a(t*,a) and (~b,p) ~< (~b,z*) for every p ea(t*,a), ~k ~Bo. 
In Theorem 4.2, we have the form of optimal control for the time optimal problem in the space 
of continuous functions C. We now show that this form is also valid in E n, without the 
controllability assumption. This is true since the separation theorem is true in E" for any closed 
and convex set that is, through each boundary of a closed convex set in E" there is a support plane. 
We now state the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 
Let D and L satisfy the basic assumptions and inequality (21). Let w(t) be a point function which 
is continuous in E". Let 
If u* is 
only if 
z(t) = w(t) - T(t, a)tk(0) - C(t, a)$(0). (29) 
an optimal control and t* the minimum time then z(t*)sOR(t*,a)cE" if and 
u*(s) = sgn[- B*(s)y(s)] = sgn[B*(s) [T*(t, s)O ] (0)]j uj(s), 
where ~/(0)¢ 0 and y is a nontrivial solution of the adjoint equation. 
Proof Since, from the Proposition 2.1 R(t, a) is a compact and convex subset of E", since t* 
is optimal time and u* an optimal control we have z*ecgR(t*,a). However, then if 
z(t*) e OR(t*, a), by the cited separation theorem there is a support plane of R(t*, a) through 
z(t*). Thus using inner product [if ~ ~ C with ~(0)# 0], 
(¢ (o), p) ~< (~ (o), z (t*)) 
for every p e R(t*, a). 
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From this and equation (19) we have 
for all u eLoo([a, t*], C'~). 
Since y(s) = - [T*(s, t*)~b](0) and 
[B*(s) [T*(s, t*)¢] (0)u (s)] = '~. [B*(s) [T*(s, t*)tp] (0)]j uj (s) 
j~ l  
we see that u* is of the form 
u*(s) = sgn[B*(s) [T*(s, t*)~b] (0)], 
= sgn[-  B*(s)y(s)], 
since then 
and 
and 
(~ (o) ~ o) 
B*(s)[T*(s, t*)¢ ](O)u*(s) = ~ IB*(s)tT*(s, t*)¢(O)]j I 
j=¿ 
B*(s)[r*(s, t*)~,](O)u*(s)= ~ In*(s)[r*(s, t*)~,(O)]j [
j=t  
B*(s )[T*(s, t*)d/ l(O)u(s ) <~ B*(s)[T*(s, t*)d/ ](O)u*(s), 
one concludes as before. 
There is a relation between the necessary condition of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 and a 
maximum principle extracted from Kent's thesis [7] valid for time optimal control of linear neutral 
systems. 
d 
dt [D(t)xr] = L(t, xt) + B(t)u(t), 
where D and L satisfy the basic assumptions of inequality (21) and U = L®([¢, tt], Cm). We work 
in the space C. The maximum principle can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.4 
Let (u*, x*) be the time optimal control response pair with t* optimal time such that x* exists 
on [ t* -h,  t*] and is bounded there. Then there exists a row vector y =(yl  . . . . .  y,) with the 
following properties. 
(i) y is defined for all s I> a. 
(ii) y is nonzero on a subset of [or, t*] of positive measure. 
(iii) y(s )  = O, s >I t*, 
y(s)= ff do[y(O)]~(O,s)- f"y(O)n(O,s)dO, 
for s ~ [a, t*]. 
The following maximum conditions hold: 
(iv) y(s)[L(s, x*) + B(s)u(s)] ds <~ y(s)[L(s, x*) + B(s)u*(s)] ds, 
for every u ~ L~([e, t*], Cm]. 
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Remark 
From property (iii) y is the solution of the adjoint equation for the linear system, and from 
property (iv) 
u*(s) = sgn[y(s )B(s )]. 
Thus the maximum principle implicit in Kent [6] is equivalent to Theorem 4.2. 
5. NORMAL SYSTEMS 
It is important to know when the necessary condition for optimal control in Theorems 4.2 or 
4.3 uniquely determines an optimal control. This is true when the system (14) is normal in the sense 
to be made precise below. First observe that the necessary condition for optimal control in C states 
that 
u*(t) = sgn[-B*(s)y(s)] ,  a <~s <~ t*, (30) 
where y(s)  is a nontrivial solution of the adjoint equation. This condition states that 
u*(s) = sgn[-b*J(s)y(s)]  on [0, t*] 
= sgnt-b* / [T*(s ,  t*)~](0)], 
fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  m, where b*J(t) is the j th  row vector of B*(t). Define 
gj(~k (0)) = {s: b*J(s)y(s) = O, s ~ [0, t*]} 
= {s: b*J(s)[T*(s, t*)~,](0)] = 0, s E [0, t*]}. 
Define 
yj(O) = {s: y(s, t*, ¢)bJ(s) =0,s ~[a, t'l}, 
gq = {s: --y(s, t*, ~/)bJ(s) = 0, s ~ [a, t*]}. 
Definition 5.1 
We say that system (1) is E" normal on [~r, t*] if yj(~,) has measure zero for eachj  = 1 . . . . .  m 
and for each nontrivial ~k with ~,(0)# 0. The system is E" normal if it is normal on every interval 
[a, t*].  
Similar definitions can be made for C normality if we replace yj(d/) with g0(0) in the above 
definition. Utilizing the ideas of Gabasov and Kirrilova [10] we are led to a necessary and sufficient 
conditon for normality which is easily computable. 
Consider the constant coefficient linear system 
Yc(t) -- A i~(t -- h) = Aox(t)  + Ai x( t  -- h) + Bu(t). (31) 
We assume that no row vector b *J of B* is zero and each component of control is always effective. 
We now introduce the n × n matrix function Qk(s) depending on the two arguments 
k, s, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  s -- 0, h, 2h . . . . .  and related to the equation 
d 
dt [x(t) - A_ l x( t  - h)] = Aox(t)  + At x( t  - h): (32) 
Qk(s )=AoQ,_ l ( s )+AiQk_ j ( s -h )+A_ lQk(s -h )  (k=0,1 ,2  . . . .  ; s=0,h ,2h  . . . .  ) 
Qo(O) = L Qo(s) - o, if s < 0. (33) 
System (33) is called the defining equation for condition (32). For each ~, let 
n~={Qk(s)b  J k=O, l , , . . ,n - l ;  se[0,~h]}, (34) 
where b J is the j th  component of B. 
With minor changes the following result is proved exactly as in Theorem 17 of Ref. [11]. 
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Theorem 5.1 
System (32) is (E n or C) normal on [0, T] if and only if for each j = 1 . . . . .  m the matrix ~t~ has 
rank n, 0t = T/h. 
Proof. In p. 58 of Ref. [10] identify ~b(0) with g and observe that we are practically dealing with 
the case of a single control input [10, pp. 51-60]. 
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